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1,0 INTRODUCTION

The Spitz 1-120 and Chow F-92 mineral claims were staked in February 1988 by

Mr. B. Macdonald following favourable results announced by Noranda Exploration

and Golden Nevada Resources Ltd. on their Grew Creek gold property southeast

of Faro in the Yukon Territory (Figure 1). These announcements sparked the

interest of several Vancouver based mining companies including Welcome North

Mines Ltd., Mintel International, Hemlo Explorations, Wildfire Resources, and

Halcyon Resources (Figure 2). The result has been the acquisition of a narrow

belt of claims running northwest—southeast from Faro to the Hoole River and

paralleling the Tintina fault system.

The Grew Creek discovery is hosted by altered Tertiary felsic pyroclastic and

epiclastic rocks. Government mapping indicates further areas of Tertiary

volcanics along the Tintina fault system now partially covered by recent

staking, The Chow and Spitz claims now owned by Del Norte Chrome Corp. cover

a portion of this favourable geologic belt,

In April 1988 an airborne geophysical magnetic, electromagnetic and

survey was ~onducted o he ~lai g oups e resu t’ of t e a rvoy

~ n ~.pperd~ o ~ .eIG

This report is compiled from information supplied by Del Norte Chrome and

available government data, The authors have not visited the subject proper-

ties but have considerable past experience in central Yukon,

2,0 LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Spitz mineral claims (Figure 3) are located 50 km southeast of Ross River,

Yukon Territory on NTS 1OSG/12 at 6P37’ north latitude and 131~49~west

longitude, The northern boundary of the property lies 15 km south of the

Robert Campbell Highway, however, helicopter is necessary to access the

property.

PamiconDevelopmentsLtd.
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The Chow mineral claims (Figure 4) are located 20 km south of Ross River at

61~47~north latitude and l3216~ west longitude on NTS IO5F/16. The Robert

Campbell Highway passes through the northern boundary of the claims and may be

used for access to portions of the ground, -

Both properties lie along the Tintina trench on the south side of the Pelly

River, Topography is generally rolling with elevations varying between 1000

metres to 1300 metres above sea level.

All supplies necessary to support an initial exploration program are available

in the town of Ross River,

3,0 LIST OF CLAIMS

The Chow 1—92 and Spitz 1—120 mineral claims lie under the jurisdiction of the

Watson Lake Mining District, Yukon Territory, The claims are beneficiall

o ned by Del Norte Chrome o -o

Claim Name Grant Ni~ber ~ Date

Chow 1—92 YB11819 — YBI191O February 29, 1989

Spitz 1—120 YB11699 — YB11818 February 29, 1989

4.0 REGIONALGEOLOGY

The regional geology of the area is presented in Geological Survey of Canada,

Open File 486 compiled by D. Tempelman—Kluit, 1977, Open File 486 covers the

Quiet Lake (105F) and Finlayson Lake (1O5G) map sheets,

The area of interest lies within the northwest—southeast trending Tintina

trench which is a zone of right lateral movement of up to 450 kilometres

(Roddick, 1967, Tempelman—Kluit, 1979) in late Cretaceous and Tertiary time.
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Rocks to the southeast of the Tintina fault zone consist of Paleozoic sedi~

ments and metasediments of the Pelly~CassiarPlatform, To the northwest lie

rocks belonging to the Klondike schist series of unknown age and rocks belong-~-

ing to the Anvil Allochthon (Figure 5). Tempelman-~Kluit, 1979 and Gordey 1983

suggest the Anvil Allochthon represents eugeoclinal equivalents of the Selwyn

Fold Belt that were thrust northeastward during the Mesozoic’-.

During Kocene, volcanism resulted in the emplacement of basaltic to rhyolitic

rocks within the trench which has later been structurally deformed by a series

of normal faults parallel to the Tintina fault Jackson, Gordey, Armstrong

and Harakal, 1986 refer to Tempelman~Kluit, 1972 and 1977 when describing the

volcanics occurring in three tectonic environments;

1. Late Cretaceousto Tertiary intrusions into pre-~Cretaceousbedrock, and

possibly related felsic flows.

2 Steeply dipping basalts or basaltic tuffs and felsic tuffs occupying

fault bounded parels adjaceit and bubparallel to ‘1 ntina fail Thes

crc assigned a ear Te tia y age (Hugh~ and L ig 9

3 Flat—lying late Tertiary to Quaternary basalt flows occupying valley

floors or with undetermined relations to underlying topography,

Recentwork by Jackson, Gordey, Armstrong and Harakal indicates that the

basalts described in example 3 are now of Eocene age.

Gold mineralization associated with Eocene felsic volcaniclastic rocks has

been reported at Grew Creek approximately 12 kilometres northwest of Ross

River,

1 Duke and Godwin, 1986



5,0 LOCAL GEOLOGY

The Chow and Spitz groups are both located within Tintina trench immediately

northeast of Tintina fa~ult, No detailed geological mapping has been under-

taken on the properties to date.

Mapping by the Geological Survey of Canada indicates the Chow claims are

underlain primarily by Late Cretaceous to Tertiary acid to intermediate

undifferentiated dacite and rhyolite. A narrow wedge of Late Tertiary sedi-

ments including sandstone, conglomerate and shale passes through the north~

eastern portion of the claims

Mapping in the vicinity of the Spitz claims is less defined but regional

mappingshows the claims to be underlain by Paleozoicschists, However, where

outcrop is available, Tertiary acid volcanics have beenmapped immediately

to the northwest on Starr Creek and to the east near the Hoole River

On the Grew Creek propert owned by Golden Nevada Resources Inc. gold occurs

within dominantly felsic, crystal lithic lapilli tuff of Eocene age, Duke and

Godwin, 1986 describe the mineralization as follows:

“The mineralization is associated with the silicic alteration;

chalcedonic quartz and K~-feldspar veins in silicified material

contain the highest values of precious metals.

Gold, electrum, pyrite and silver selenide, occur as disseminated

specks in and adjacent to quartz—potassium feldspar veins,”

Alteration is described as both surficial and hydrothermal. Surf icial altera-

tion is ubiquitous, pervasive, and characterized by mixed—layer clays and

carbonates, Hydrothermal alteration, responsible for the gold—silver mineral—



ization is closely associated with rhyolitic dykes and is of three types:

silicic, acid sulphate, and argillic acid sulphate,

A recent announcement by Noranda Exploration and joint venture partners Golden

Nevada Resources and Brenda Mines shows significant gold values from six out

of fifteen diamond drill holes. “Some of the higher grade intercepts in-

cluded: 5 feet of 0,49 oz gold, 5 feet grading 0,43 oz, 5 feet of 0,37 oz and

5 feet averaging 0,2 oz, The remaining gold—bearing intercepts ranged from

9,9 feet of 0,11 oz gold to 5 feet grading 0,17 oz,’’-

Placer gold is known to occur along a portion

Rivet northwest to the town of Ross River, as

easterly flowing streams draining the area of

Tintina fault,

Origin of the gold has not been determined,

the Paleogene volcanics with the placers

features suggests a connect on (Jackson

1986 . ‘he existence of pla er go d in Grew

recent lode discovery

of the Pelly River from Hoole

well as in northerly to north—

Tertiary volcanics adjacent to

but concurrence of the limits of

and certain surf icial geologic

Gordey Arnst org and Ha ak I

eek ma row be cx lamed by e

Hydrothermal systems associated with similar felsic volcanic centres elsewhere

in the region, perhaps unmapped or buried by drift, may be the ultimate source

of the placer gold (Jackson, Gordey, Armstrong and Harakal, 1986). To date,

no mineralization is known to occur on the Spitz and Chow groups, Therefore,

a reconnaissanceexploration program is necessary in order to fully evaluate

the claims,

I

1The Northern Miner, Vol. 74, No, 13, p. 3, June 6, 1988



7,0 GEOPHYSICS

On April 23 and 27, 1988 an airborne geophysical survey employing a three

frequency electromagnetic system, a high sensitivity cesium vapour magneto-

meter, a two frequency VLF—EMsystem, a film tracking camera, a radar posi-

tioning system, and an altimeter was completed on the Spitz and Chow claims.

A total of 256 kilometres of data was recorded on 200 metre spaced lines of

azimuth 037 degrees, The data was compiled in map form which accompanies a

comprehensive geophysical report by R,J. de Carle, Consulting Geophysicist,

presented in Appendix C of this report,

In general, the survey indicates that both properties are covered by a some-

what conductive overburden, However, several bedrock conductors have been

interpreted, These conductors have been designated Cl, C2, etc. (Chow claims)

and 51, 52 etc. (Spitz claims).

Calculation of the vertical magnetic gradient fron the magnetic da~a appears

t b helpfu - he nterpre a ior I s bsu Ia e g og a otcd b

N~ de ~ ta~ t.e per. n~~r iter~a~. ~-cm. ides -~ ~ o~~Te~ ~se

to geological contacts, It is because of this phenomenor that the calculated

vertical gradient map can be compared to a pseudo—geological map,” A few

fault zones have also been indicated on each claim block,

8,0 CONCLUSIONSAND RECOH~NDATIONS

The Spitz and Chow claim groups are favourably located within a belt of

Tertiary volcanic rocks known to host at least one epithermal gold occur-

rence, Placer gold distribution along the belt suggests the possibility of

additional lode gold bearing zones,

The airborne geophysical survey has been successful in outlining several

conductors on each of the Spitz and Chow claim blocks, In addition, calcula—

amiconDevelopmentsLtd.
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tion of the vertical magnetic gradient suggests that the magnetic data will be

valuable in future interpretations of geological mapping especially in

overburden covered areas, Several target areas for further exploration are

detailed in Mr. de Carle’s report (Appendix C).

A preliminary exploration program consisting of geological mapping, prospect-

ing and geochemical sampling is recommended for the Spitz and Chow groups,

Respectfully submitted,

Robert J, Darney, G~~gist

Charles K,

PamiconDevelopmentsLtd.
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COST STAT~4KNT

CHOWAND SPITZ MINERAL CLAIMS

Statement of costs on the Chow 1~92and Spitz 1~12Omineral claims,

Applicable costs are derived from attached invoices,

Aerodat Ltd~

Re: Airborne Geophysical Survey $2O,OOO~OO

Pa~icon Developments Ltd.

Re: Report, Reproduction and Recording Fees

Total costs incurred

Ltd.
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Ma~L7, 1988
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~ Airborne Geophysical Survey Ross~Riv~r~Yukon
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PAM~CONDEVELOPMENTS UMITEE)
#7W67~WEST HASTINGS ST.. VANCOUVER. BC.
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TELEPHONE (604)684-~9O~

INVOICE

To: Del Norte Chrome Corp. Date: February 14, 1989
Amount: $4,982~5O

Invoice No~: 1357

Re: Report and Filing
Chow and Spitz Claims

WAGES

R~Darney 8 days @ $350 $2,800.00
C. Ikona 1 day @ $400 400,00

$3 200,00

EXPENSES

Drafting
Reproduct on a d Printiig 10 00
R~c~fd1ng~ecs 6 J

Management Fee

Total This Invoice $4,982 50

Balances outstanding over 30 days subject to
interest charges calculated at h5Z per month (18Z per annum)

MINERAL RESOURCE CONTRACTORSAND CONSULTANTS



APPENDIX C

GEOPHYSICALREPORTby R,J~ DE CARLE

Report on a Combined Helicopter Borne Magnetic Electromagnetic and VLF Survey

Chow and Spitz Properties, Pelly River Area, Yukon Territory by R,J~de Cane,

Consulting Geophysicist, July 15, 1988; Map Pocket: Accompanying Maps 1 8)

Ltd.
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LIST OF MAPS

(Scale 1:10,000)

MAPS: (As listed under Appendix “3” of the Agreement)

1. PHOTOMOSAICBASE MAP;
prepared from an uncontrolled photo laydown, showing
registration crosses corresponding to NTS co-~ordinates
on survey maps.

FLIGHT LINE MAP;
showing all flight lines, anomalies and fiducials with
the photomosaic base Inap

AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETICSURVEYINTERPRETATION NAP;
showing flight lines, fiducials, conductor axes and
anomaly peaks along with inphase amplitudes and
conductivity thickness ranges for the 4600 Hz coaxial
coil system with the photomosaic base map.

TOTAL FIELD MAGNETIC CONTOURS’
showing magnetic values contoured at 2 nanoTesla
intervals, flight lines and fiducials with the
photomosaic base map.

VERTICAL MAGNETIC GRADIENT CONTOURS;
showing magnetic gradient values contoured at O~2nano-
Teslas per metre with the photomosaic base map

APPARENTRESISTIVITY CONTOURS~
showing cortoured resisti~vity values f ght ~i es ard
Lid cia ~ w th the photorosa s° irap

LF E’~ ~u~IA~ FIELu C~i’~IOUR~
showing VLF~EMvalues contoured at 1% intervals flight
lines and fiducials with the photomosaic base map.

ELECTROMAGNETICPROFILES;
showing flight lines, fiducials, inphase and quadrature
responses for the:
a) low- frequency (935 Hz) coaxial system
b) kw frequency (4175 Hz) coplanar system
C) high frequency (4600 Hz) coaxial system
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1, INTRODUCTION

This report describes an airborne geophysical survey carried out on

behalf of Del Norte Chrome Corporation by Aerodat Limited,

Equipment operated included a three frequency electromagnetic sys-

tem, a high sensitivity cesium vapour magnetometer, a two

frequency VLF-EN system, a film tracking camera, a radar

positioning system, and an altimeter. Electromagnetic, magnetic

and altimeter data were recorded both in digital and analog form.

Positioning data were stored in digital form and recorded on VHS

video cassette film, as well as being marked on the flight path

mosaic by the operator while in flight.

There are two survey blocks, known as the Chow block and Spitz

block, and they are located approximately 20 kilometres and 53

kilometres respectively fr m Ross R ver Y kon Ter 1 Ot~ Two

g t~ c ~-eneeded to crp ete t e ~ r a d e e f ow o~i

23 and 27, 1988~. A flight direction of Azimuth 037 degrees was

utilized for both blocks with a nominal line spacing of 200 metres~

Coverage and data quality were considered to be well within the

specifications described in the contract~



The survey objective is the detection and location of mineralized

zones which can be directly or indirectly related to base metal

exploration targets~ Of importance, therefore, would be Vangorda

type flat lying 1ead~zinc suiphide replacement deposits~The

deposit comprises an overlapping series of horizontal lenses of

suiphides that appear to replace a favourable sedimentary bedS

Because of the expected p~r conductivity associated with these

types of mineralized zones, electromagnetic repsonses that display

weak signatures may be of interest in any future ground program.

~iagnetics may or may not have any significance becauseof the

presence of other magnetic zones~

Also of considerable interest is the recent precious metal activity

in the Grew Creek area, as well as the Ketza River gold properties.

~ ot~ £ 5 ki1o~n° tes o~the e ed cia a e e ~o e~

‘TaT ~~rr ar~ e ~ ‘~ ~s ra ~.. ~1i~ reLY ~ ac ~rd’r~ t~

specifications outlined by Del Norte Chrome Corporation.



2, SURVEYAREA LOCATION

The survey bkcks are depicted on the index map as shown. The Chow

block is centered at Latitude 61 degrees 48 minutes north,

Longitude 132 degrees 17 minutes west, approximately 20 kilornetres

southeast of Ross River, Yukon. As well, the Spitz block is centred

at Latitude 61 degrees 36 minutes north, Longitude 131 degrees 48

minutes west, approximately 53 kilometres southeast of Ross Rivers

Traversing across the north end of the Chow block is the Robert

Campbell Highway and access to this block can also be made by a

road leading south through the east central portion of the area~

Access to the Spitz block is somewhat more difficult and seems

that the only access is by helicopter from Ross River.

The terrain varies from north to south in both survey blocks with

elevations generally in the order of 3OOO~3S0Ofeet in the north to

as hij as 000 fee at i~c a t. rd ei~ b c]~
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3. AIRCRAFT AND EQUIPMENT

3~2. Aircraft

An Aerospatiale A-Star 350D helicopter, (C~GBBX), owned and

operated by Ranger Helicopters Limited, was used for the

survey. Installation of the geophysical and ancillary

equipment was carried out by Aerodat~ The survey aircraft was

flown at a mean terrain clearance of 60 metres,

32 ~ent

3.2.1 ~~~roman~icSvstern

The electromagnetic system was an Aerodat 3-frequency

system. Two vertical coaxial coil pairs were operated

at 935 Hz and 4600 Hz and a horizontal coplanar coil

pair at 4175 Hz The transmitter receiver separation

was 7 metres. Inphase and quadrature signals were

ea u i ta e 11 r 3 f~°que 1 $ i h a

t’re “~rst~. ~t cf . se~r.ds The e1ec~r ra~ieti~. bird

was towed 30 metres bekw the transmitter.

3.2~2 VLF~EMSystem

The VLF~EM System was a Herz Totem 2A, This



instrument measures the total field and quadrature

components of two selected transmitters, preferably

oriented at right angles to one another~The trans~

mitters monitored were NLK, Jim Creek, Washington

broadcasting at 24~8 kHz~ for the Line station and

NSS, Annapolis, Maryland broadcasting at 2L4 kHz, for

the Orthogonal stationS

3.2.3 ~~~~eter

The magnetometer employed a Scintrex Model VIW~2321

H8 cesium, optically pumped magnetometersensor. The

sensitivity of this instrument was 0.1 narioTeslas at a

O~2second sampling rate. The sensor was towed in a

bird 12 metres below the helicopter~

ijj~etiBas StatiOn

A.~ IWG ~ pr~r L~recess1or ~~ria~,retorT~eterwas operated

at the base of operations to record diurnal variations

of the earth’s magnetic field. The clock of the base

station was synchronized with that of the airborne

systemto facilitate later correlation.



3~2.5 Radar Altimeter

A King Air HRA~1OOradar altimeter was used to record

terrain clearance, The output from the instrument is a

linear function of altitude for maximum accuracy~

3.2.6 Tracking Camera

A Panasonicvideo tracking camera was used to record

flight path on VHS video tape. The camera was operated

in continuous mode and the fiducial numbers and time

marks for cross reference to the analog and digital

data were encoded on the video tape~

3,2~7 Analog Recorder

An RNS dot~matrix recorder was used to display the

data during the survey. In addition to manual and tiTe

Cj ~ s t~e ~ Ui irg ata ‘~ te e r e

Channel Input Scale

Cxli. Low Frequency Coaxial Inphase 2 ppm/mm

CXQ1 Low Frequency Coaxial Quadrature 2 ppm/mm

CXI2 High Frequency Coaxial Inphase 2 ppm/mm

CXQ2 High Frequency Coaxial Quadrature 2 ppm/mm



3~4

Channel Input

CPu Nid Frequency Coplanar Inphase

CPQI Mid Frequency Coplanar Quadrature

PWRL Power Line

VLT VLF-EN Total Field, Line

VLQ VLF~EN Quadrature, Line

VOT VLF~EMTotal Field, Ortho

VOQ VLF~EMQuadrature, Ortho

ALT Altimeter

NAGF Magnetometer, Fine

MAGC Magnetometer, Coarse

3~2.8 pjgital Recorder

A DGR 33 data system recorded the survey on magnet~C

tapes Information recorded was as follows:

~din Interval

EM system 0.1 seconds

VLF~EM O~5seconds

Magnetometer O~2seconds

Altimeter LO seconds

Scale

8 ppm/mm

8 ppm/mm

60 Hz

2.5%/mm

2~5%/mm

2.5%/mm

2.5%/mm

10 ft./mm

2~5 nT/mm

25 nT/mm
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3.2.9 Radar Positioning System

A Motorola Nini~Ranger III radar navigation sys~

tern was used for both navigation and flight path

recovery. Transponders sited at fixed locations were

interrogated several times per second and the ranges

from these paints to the helicopter measured to a high

degree of accuracy. A navigational computer

triangulates the position of the helicopter and

provides the pilot with navigation information. The

range/range data was recorded on magnetic tape for

subsequentflight path determination.



4 DATA PRESENTATION

4.1 Base Nap

A photomosaic base at a scale of 1:10,000 was prepared from a

photo lay down map, supplied by Aerodat, on a screenedmylar

base~

4,2 Flight Path Map

The flight path was derived from the ?Iini~Rangerradar

positioning system. The distance from the helicopter to two

established reference locations was measured several times per

second and the position of the helicopter calculated by

triangu1ation~ It is estimated that the flight path is

generally accurate to about 10 metres with respect to the

topographic detail of the base map. The flight path map

showing all flight lines is presented or a Cronaflex copy a

h pk~ r sa~ base a ~n ~ izie ‘~. rke ~ a ray gato s

manual ficiucials tar cross reterence to botfl the analog and

digital data,

4.3 Airborne Electromagnetic Survey Interpretation Map

The electromagnetic data were recorded digitally at a sample

rate of 10 per second with a time constant of O~1seconds~A

two stage digital filtering process was carried out to reject

major sferic events and to reduce system noise.



4~2

Local sferic activity can produce sharp, large amplitude

events that cannot be removed by conventional filtering

procedures.Smoothingor stacking will reducetheir amplitude

but leave a broader residual response that can be confused

with geological phenomena.To avoid this possibility, a

computer algorithm searchesout and rejects the major sferic

events.

The signal to noise ratio was further enhanced by the ap~

plication of a low pass digital filter. It has zero phase

shift which prevents any lag or peak displacement from occur~

ring, and it suppresses only variations with a wavelength less

than about O~25seconds, This low effective time constant

permits maximum profile shape resolution

ael 10 eLi

£LLQ ~ CULL - ~ e d ~. ~, a ~ ~ fu~ ~. tity~ ~f L~nethc~

ensures the correted amplitude of the various inphase and

quadrature componentsis zero when no conductive or permeable

source is present. The filtered and levelled data were used in

the interpretation of the electromagnetics.

An interpretation map was prepared showing peak locations of

anomaliesand conductivity thickness ranges along with the
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Inphase amplitudes (computed from the 4600 Hz coaxial re-

sponse) and conductor axes, The anomalous responses of the

four coil configurations along with the interpreted conductor

axes were pktted on a Cronaflex copy of the photomosaic base map.

4.4 Total Field Nagnetic Contours

The aeromagnetic data were corrected for diurnal variations by

adjustment with the digitally recorded base station magnetic

values. No correction for regional variation was applied. The

corrected profile data were interpolated onto a regular grid

at a 25 metre true scale interval using a cubic spline

techniqueS The grid provided the basis for threading the

presented contours at a 2 nanoTesla interval.

The contoured aeromagnetic data have been presented on a

C 0 af e cooy 0 e otor ai a e a~

45 ~ientContours

The vertical gradient was computed from the total field

magnetic data to obtain values in nanoteslas/metre,

The gridded data were compiled at a 25 metre true scale

interval and contoured at an interval of 0.2 nanotesla per

metre and presented with flight path on a Cronaflex copy of the
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photomosaic base map.

4~6 Apparent Resistivity Contours

The electromagnetic information was processed to yield a map

of the apparent resistivity of the grounds

The approach taken in computing apparent resistivity was to

assume a model of a 200 metre thick conductive layer (Le,,

effectively a half space) over a resistive bedrock. The

computer then generated, from nomograms for this model, the

resistivity that would be consistent with the bird elevation and

recorded amplitude for the 4600 hz coaxial frequency pair used.

The apparent resistivity profile data were interpolated onto a

regular grid at a 25 metres true scale interval using an

Akima spUme technique

tel. ao a rc~is 1 a er0 ese te

~onafIex c~opy of th~ pI~ot ~nosai l~ase ma~wi h tie flight path.

4~7 VLF~EMTotal Field Contours

The VLF~EMsignals from NLK, (Jim Creek, Washington) was

also gridded at a 25 metre interval and presented on a

Cronaflex copy of the photomosaic base map along with the

flight lines.



5. INTERPRETATION

5.1 Geology

The writer did not have accessto any detailed geokgy maps

for either block, However, available to the writer, were two

generalized geology maps to the north, the Tay River Map Area,

Map 19-1987, Sheet 2 of 3 and the Sheldon Lake Area, Nap

19-1987, sheet 3 of 3~

To the north of the Chow block, there are known to be Penn~

sylvanian and Permian dark grey-green basalt, tuff and brec

cia~. Possibly on strike to the northwest of this survey bi~ck

is a group of Carboniferous to Triassic rocks indicated to be

grey weathering muscovite, quartz blastomylonite and rece~

ssive, muscovitic quartzite and quartz - muscovite- biotite

schist. Further to the west, Pennsylvanian and Permian

serpent~nite as well as dark grey limestone and Tertiary

aira �d yoi~~ ash Jo fs al ~ir ~ e e° ma

The writer is not, however, familiar at all with the geology

in the Spitz block areaS



The most notable discoveries in the general vicinity of the

survey block are the Vangorda, Faro, Grum and Swim lead-zinc

silver deposits~AU of these mineralized deposits are kcated

on the north side of the Tintina Fault, within what are

believed to be Lower Cambrian Gull Lake Formation rocks.

They include slate, siltstone and schist, Edward 0. Chi~

shoim, 1957, has describedthe Vangorda deposit as an over1ap~

ping series of horizontal lensesof suiphides that appear to

replace a favourable sedimentary bedS The host rocks comprise

a flat lying sedimentary assemblage which can be divided into

two main zones, namely, one predominately chioritic sericitic

schist, and the other predominantly graphitic schist, They are

intimately associated with much intercalation at the edges of

the graphitic horizon

Tti ri~i au at~o is a f ie r n�. ag egate or. pI~i ies

a 5111 ~eous ~natr~x consisti~g of pyri e sphalerite, galena

pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite and smaller amounts of arsenopyrite,

magnetite, marcasite and tennantite. The assemblageindicates

a hydrothermal replacement deposit.



Alteration is predominantly sericitic and chiaritic and is

intensified in an envelope surroundingthe mineralized

deposit

The control of deposition appears to be litho]~gica1 rather

than structural but at this stage (1957) there is insufficient

evidence to decide~

Two recent gold discoveries in close proximity to the survey

area, are the Ketza River deposit owned by Canamax Resources

Inc~ and Pacific Trans~Qcean Resources Inc. and the Grew

Creek deposit owned by Golden NevadaRest and Noranda

Exploration Co~Both deposits are located southeastof the

survey area, near Ross Rivera

~ e ~ ritar does ~ot have ac ~ss to deta led eo ogic~ 1 or

mineralogical information on the two deposits. However the

Ketza River deposit is known to be a pipe and xnanto deposit

consisting of both primary suiphide and secondary oxide ores.

Diamond drilling has outlined an oxide reserve of 430,000



tons grading 0.51 oz~ gold per ton as well as 195,000 tons of

su].phide ore reserves grading 0.48 oz, gold per tone There are

at least three or four separate deposits.

The major stratigraphic units, from youngest to oldest,

recognized on the property consist of black shale

unconformably underlain by green mudstone-phyllite which is,

in turn, underlain by limestone dolomite containing

archeoyathid fossils and irregular bands of oncoids or coids,

The base of the sequence is interbedded argiUite~quartzite

hornfels,

Mineralization on the Ketza property is hosted by the lime-

stone~do1omite unit and is contai ed within irregularly shaped

pipes and inantos of massive to semi~massive suiphide and

t1 ~i x ~ze g ale ~ts The o~ther V ~ie ‘4a a re

Jaruary 198~

The second deposit, known as the Grew Creek deposit, is

located somewhat closer to the Chow survey area than the

Spitz area. It is located just south of Highway 9 or Robert



Campbell Highway, along Grew Creek, The rocks are believed

to be of Tertiary age and have been indicated to be felsic

tuffs. Pyrite seems to be the main mineral which typically

runs 1~2%. They are also getting minor mercury and arsenic

values, a lack of which indicates they are out of the ore

zone,

“The discovery appears to occur on a major structure which is

believed to be related to the 1ead~zinc deposits at Faro, 25

miles to the northwest~. It is interesting to note that a

1ead~zinc halo seems to be enveloping the gold zonesnear the

Ketza River deposits. An interesting phenomenon.

The Grew Creek gold deposit appears to be stratabound with

the gold values occuring in a tuff horizon i~tplying some

ra e e ti 1 S tural � en d see to p a

iirportart ole i ~i the ore deveiopment5’~ages

5~2 Nagnetics

The magnetic data from the high sensitivity cesium

magnetometer provided virtually a continuous magnetic reading



when recording at two tenth second intervals. The system is

also free for all practical purposes~

The sensitivity of 0.1 nanoTesla allows for the mapping of

very small inflections in the magnetic field, resulting in a

contour map that is comparable in quality to ground data. Both

the fine and coarse magnetic traces were recorded on digital

tapes.

As mentioned previously, the writer did not have access to any

detailed geology maps for either block so that a geo1ogical-

geophysical interpretation was not possib1e~

Referring to the Chow block, the northwest~southeast trending

magretic feature along the soutI~ern quarter of the blo k nay

e re a ed t Trlas5lc auart~’ zrusov~te bia ~. e sc. ist~ As

sociated magnetite within this horizon may be the cause of

the magnetism. A southwesterly dip is interpreted for this

feature

The high intensity feature located towards the northeast



corner of the Chow block may be related to Pennsylvanian and

Permian serpentinite, It is a reasonably high intensity

feature that may, in fact, be dipping towards the northeast~

The widespread region of magnetic lows throughout the Chow

block may be related to limestone or it may be evidence of

block faulting which has resulted in a somewhat deeper

source

In other words, the deeper seated source is the cause of the

lower intensity magnetic features~

Ref erring to the Spitz block, the Interesting aspect of this

block are the extremely sharp magnetic lows It is quite pos

sible that there is a graben located towards tt e northwest

~orrer of t e sur ey blix. The iragretic highs o &ther 5lde

of this feature are probably related to the same rock types as

does the other magnetic highs to east, the north central

portion and northeast corner of the survey block.

A somewhat oblong shaped magnetic low located in the centre



of the Spitz survey block may be related to a felsic

intrusive, as may the area to the west and southeast,

The bedding of the lithology within this survey block is

either steeply dipping or to the south,

Becauseof the absenceof any geology for the Spitz block, any

geo1ogica1~geophysica1 interpretation is not possible.

53 ~ient

The areas of high intensity magneticshave been clearly broken

into unique trends as a result of the computation of the

vertical gradient. This interpretation is not as readily

obvious when one refers to the magretic total field map. These

are the areas that have eon re1a~ed to tIe Tertiary grar e

arotho te gt p TI~ee i~s a d St ct d ft~re ce r itagre ~

susceptibility between the granite ~granodiorite group rocks

and the surrounding basalts and limestones~

It should also be noted that the zero contour interval

coincides directly or very close to geological contacts~ It is



because of this phenomenon that the calculated vertical

gradient map can be comparedto a pseudo~geo1ogica1map. This

is true for vertical bedding. However, with the bedding dip~

ping at a steep to moderate angle to the south, it will be

found that the geological contacts will be closer to the

magnetic peaks by a small distances

By using known or accurate geological information and

combining this data with vertical gradient data, one can use

the presented map as a pseudo~geokgica1 map, Obviously, the

more that is know about an area geologically, the closer this

type of presentationis to what the rock types are,

This type of presentation is an invaluable tool in helping to

define complex geology especially in drift overed areas Not

orly in areas f mplex e iDgy by r areas o os~y

spaced geologic fGrmatlons, has the calculated vertical

gradient computation been of exceptional va1ue~Since a good

portion of the survey area is overlain with till, boulders and

swamps, this particular presentation will be very useful.



This writer has indicated a few fault zones on the

interpretation map for bath blocks. Because of the nature of

the computation of the vertical gradient data, magnetic

anomalies produced by near surface features are emphasized

with respect to those resulting from more deeply buried rock

formation. As a result, much more detail is obtained,

providing a better opportunity to recognize faults. As

mentioned, some fault structures have been interpreted by the

writer however it will become more apparent to the client as

more field geological information is obtained, that other

fault zones do exist.

It is quite conceivable that the well known major Tintina

Fault traverses through the Chow block in a northwest~

southeast direction The writer ~as i’~dicated a oossib e fau t

n th s lock tha ~ave ~es t roua the m~ia e o the b) k

However, it is also possible that the Tintina Fault

traverses through the extreme northeast corner of the bkck,

A further analysis of this structural feature should be made

by the dient~ Regarding the Spitz block, the writer is unsure

of the exact location of the Tintina Fau1t~



Structural effects seem to play an extremely important role in

the ore making process as is evident with the Ketza River

deposit of Canamax - Pacific Trans Ocean and the Grew Creek

discovery of Noranda Exploration Golden Nevada~ As such, a

closer examination of the magnetic data for such structural

effects is recommended.

This presentation will also, perhaps, change the client’s mind

about certain geological horizons and. especially the location

of contacts

5.4 Electromagnetics

The electromagnetic data was first checked by a line~by~line

examination of the aralog records Record quality was g~d

with minor n ise levels or the by £ eq CliC~ s~noot g fi te

Ir strurrert n ise wa el] i Jun s e ~ s Geoog

noise, in the form of surficial conductors, is present on the

higher frequency responses and to a minor extent, on both the

low frequency inphase and quadrature respcnse~

Anomalies were picked off the analog traces of the low and



high frequency coaxial responses and then validated on the

coplanar profile data, These selections were then checked with

a proprietary computerizedselection program which can be

adjusted for ambient and instrumental noise. The data were

then edited and re~piotted on a copy of the profile map. This

procedure ensured that every anomalous response spotted on the

analog data was plotted on the final map and allowed for the

rejection or inclusion if warranted of obvious surf icial

conductors. Each conductor or group of conductors was

evaluated on the bases of magnetic (and lithologic, where

applicable) correlations apparenton the analog data and man

made or surficial features not obvious on the analog charts~

As a result of carrying out an airborne survey over the Chow

block and the Spitz block, both areas demonstrate that a

somewhat conductive overlying cover is widespread. Portions of

the Chow block are resistive but for the most part, the

overburdenas well as lake bottom sedimentsare quite



conductive~ AU areas in close proximity to the Ketza River

contain sediments and silts that are conductive. It would also

seem that the smaller lakes located to the south of the Ketza

River display similar characteristics. An area kcated. in the

north central portion of the Chow block, just to the south of

the Robert Campbell Highway, is also very conductive~ It is

an area that is quite wide, approximately 400 metres and its

source is probably a low lying swamp. Another extremely

conductive area, within the Chow block, is towards the south~

west At this point in time, it is not known whether it is

overburden related or perhaps bedrock related~

Referring to the Spitz block, it will be noted that most, if

not all, of this survey area is very conductive. It would seem

that the areas that contain Lhe most Iighly -onductive

ed ~nents ar tre ~es t1~ est reg o s A as t e eas~

do not seem to be as conductive~

There were very few bedrock conductors intercepted within the

Chow block during the course of flying this area. Nine

conductors have been indicated on the interpretation map and



have been labelled as Cl, C2 etc. As mentioned previously, the

writer did not have access to any detailed geokgical maps so

that a geokgica1~geophysica1 interpretation cannot be given,

Zone Ci. displays an extremely poor electromagnetic response

which seems to be correlating with the flank of a magnetic

trendS There are no lakes or creeks in the area so that any

conductive sources from these environments are not related. It

is recommended that no further work be carried out on this

trend or at least, should be treated as a low priority target~

The writer interprets Zone C2 as a long, linear bedrock

conductor which, for the most part, seems to be dipping

towards the north~ it is somewhat unknown towards the west

central portion of the trend as the conductor seems to be

ru h ider ir ~o half 1a~e~o~id t- s~Th be ~na

thereEore, is perhaps near verticaL The location of the

conductor is near the flank of a magnetic trend suggesting a

possible relationship with either a geological contact or a

structural featureS Areas to investigate along this trend are

near intercepts 90A, 170A and 27OB~



Zones C3 and C4 are believed to be bedrock related as they

both display fair to good electromagneticresponses.In both

cases,the trends are dipping towards the south~It would seem

that Zone c3 is somewhatisolated whereas C4 could be part of

a much longer trend, In fact, referring to the EM profile map

of the Chow block, it will be noted that Zone C4 seemsto be

a part of the kng, wide conductive horizon of which Zone C5

is also a part of~However, C4 seemsto have the character~

istics of a bedrock source.

it is suggestedthat any further follow~up on Zone C5 should

be carried out in the vicinity of lines 190 and 200, These two

intercepts display fair EM responsesbut have no magnetic

associationS Pyrite and/or graphite would seem to be the

cause It is also possible that t}~e eastern extent of t e

orduc ~r has been -ut ott y a ~e preted a 1 z ro A

ground reconraissance survey i~ recommended

Both Zones C6 and C7 seem to be isolated intercepts displaying

fair EN responses. In both cases, they are correlating with a

magnetic 1ow~It is possible that the source for these two



anomalies is similar to that for Zones C8 and C9, A ground

reconnaissance check is advised~ It seems that both trends are

kcated near the bottom of the north side of a mountainS

As mentioned earlier, Zones C8 and C9 may be correlating with

the same geological horizon as that for Zones C6 and C7~The

former conductive trends are definitely bedrock related and it

is not known at this particular time, whether or not there has

been some effect from the interpreted fault zone which has

been indicated just to the east of Zone C8.

Because of the number of conductors indicated on the

interpretation map for the Spitz black, the writer will only

give a few brief comments for each. Zone Si is a very poor

conductor that perhaps does a ~ arrant any further at

~ei~ on Z 2 o~i t~ie ther har also sp1~ays poor E”

response, but may be related to a p~r1y mineralized bedrock

source. Zone S3 is definitely a low priority target, as is

Zone S4. Only if other encouraginginformation for both of

these areas exist, should further work be contemplated.



Zones S5, S6, S7, S8 and 59 all display pcor electromagnetic

responses. Only S8 has any signs of being causedby a bedrock

source. it is also felt that Zone S7 may be an extention of

Zone S8~A ground reconnaissance survey is suggestedfor this

areas

Zones S10, Sil and S13 each display characteristics of being

related to a bedrock source, S12, on the other hand, does not~

Zones S14 and S16 display extremely weak electromagnetic re~

sponses and ones that perhaps should not be pursued any

further when in the fiel& Intercept 1220B within Zone S15, on

the other hand, should be followed up because of its probable

association with a bedrock sourceS

Zo~es 5 7 a d S2 ea h ~p1ay c~ racteristi. s o bei~ig related

to a bedrock source with Zones S18 and S20 probably the bet~

ter conductors,Zones S22 and S23 are not that well defined

but perhaps should be given some attention while in the fie1d~

Zones S24 and S25 are rather poor conductors and further work

on them is not warranted.



55 Apparent Resistivity

It is very apparentthat not only has this data presentation

shown that lake bottom sediments within the two survey blocks

are conductive, but it has also shown that this method is also

sensitive to what is interpreted as conductive overburden.

The region in close proximity to the Ketza River is rather

conductive, in fact, showing apparent resistivities as low as

45 ohm~metres Most other areas within the Chow block exhibit

apparent resistivities in the order of 100 ohm~metres, It

would seem that the Spitz block is somewhat more resistive

than the Chow block, In this locale, the kwest apparentresis~

tivity values are generally with the 100 to 500 ohm~metre

range, with some areas being as low as 50 ohm~metres, As to

be expecte5., Iak~ bot~or sediments di p ay s mewl a Ia ~ic~r

There is little or no correlation between the apparent resis~

tivity data arid the magnetic data suggestingan absenceof any

relationship betweenthe apparent resistivity information and

the basementrocks. Referring to the Chow block, there is a



subtle correlation between apparent resistivity lows and some

of the magnetic highs~ This, it can be said, may be an

indication of a relationship between the apparent resistivity

and the underlying rock types. A similar comparison cannot be

made for the Spitz block, but then again, for the Chow block,

this is just an observation.

Within the Chow block, all indicated conductors on the

interpretation map have been defined on the apparent resis~

tivity data presentation, with the exception of Zone Cl. As

mentioned previously, this trend was subsequentlyquestioned

as to its relationship with a bedrock source. Also questioned

are Zones C3 and C4, however, both of these conductorsare

identified as bedrock zones

A sini..~a -o pa isor f t e Sp’ z icc s~ t ~ot a? of~

the outlined conductors correlate with the apparent resi~

stivity data. This may be attributed to several phenomenon,

one, conductors related to surficial sources,two, a lack of

resolution of the apparent resistivity data with cksely

spaced bedrock conductors and three, the wrong model is being
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utilized for the type of bedrock conductorsthat exist in this

block

Generally speaking, the various lithological units within both

survey blocks are not mappableutilizing this method. Without

having mare geological information for bath areas, the writer

cannot, at this time, elaborate any further on the geological

relationships with the apparent resistivity data.

It is interesting to note that in some areas, the apparent

resistivity can be used to extend strike length for some of

the conductors~As well, the strike direction with apparent

folding can also be interpreted~

5 6 VLF~EMT ta Field

i~e t~ dat~ tI~in beth s ~vey ocks ir ce e a lo n

conform with the magnetic data at all It is quite clear after

examining the comparison of the two sets of data, VLF and the

magnetics, that there are no similarities whatsoever.

In regards to the 3 frequency EM data, only where the
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conductors are reasonably strong is there any indications of a

VLF response.

It is suggested that the VLF~ENsystem has been sensitive to

the rather rough terrain in both areas~ It will be noted that

in a good many areas where there are sharp valleys or gouges,

that a VLF low exists. These particular signatures are

thought to be related to a weakening of the VLF transmitted

signal when the helicopter has been hidden behind a hill, In

areas of higher elevation a VLF high or background reading

seem to prevail.

In general then, the VLF-EM has not produced data of any

significance

Re omirendations

It is strongly recommended to the client that a complete and

comprehensive evaluation be madeof the magnetic data and

especially the calculated vertical gradient magnetic data. All

available geological information should be obtained, either

through geological maps, diamond drill holes or through the



assessment files, Once such information is obtained, a broad

scale geological map should be compiled and then, in reference

to the calculated vertical gradient magnetic map, a reasonable

pseudo~geo1ogica1 map can then be prepared.

Structural information should be obtained through a more

comprehensive evaluation of the magnetic data and possibly

through an overview of the apparent resistivity data. Cross~

cutting faults are evident within both survey blocks and are

extremely important with respect to any mineralogical controls

and as such, the developmentof these structural events

through interpreting the magnetic data, will be strongly

advised

As mentiored previously there is a thin to thick layer of

31a iai t~ o e inos a eas wi’hi both s rv~y lo ks ~r

the most favourable areas geokgically, tiJ. or soil sampling

for gold is recommended with any correlation of subsequent

anomalousareas and intercepted bedrock conductors being prime

targets for drilling.



It is suggested that overburden reverse circulation drilling

may be of some merit in certain areas. Such areas as Zones C3,

C4, C5, C7, S8, SlO, Sil, S13 and S20 are just some of the

conductors that should be followed up.

In regards to a foUow~up geophysical system, any of the

horizontal kop EM systems can be used~ It would seem that

detectability should be easy for any of the types of

conductors intercepted in the survey areas, However, the use

of a VLF~ENsystem is not considered an optimum system

because of its lack of penetrating ability, its lack of

resolution and the variable signal intensity being received,

An induced polarization (IF) survey could be carried out in

areas where anomalous gold values, from overburden drilling

have been obtained but EN systems have not responded As well

~e P syst m ~na a so be sed ~n a eas w~ee at u~id

methods have not defined the conductors fully or if dis~

seminated suiphides are suspected.

Because of the proximity of the survey areas to the large

1ead~zinc suiphide deposits near Faro, it is recommendedthat
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one should keep an open mind to these types of mineralized

targets besides the most sought after auriferous zonese It IS

interesting to note that a lead-zinc halo seems to be

enveloping the gold zones near the Ketza River deposits~

There is no question of the existence of bedrock conductors

within the survey areas It is a matter of using all resources,

including geophysics, drill information and the compilation of

a pseudo~geo1ogical map. Reverse circulation drilling may

render additional information, for some areas, that will lead

to an exciting exploration program.

J~L~k

Robert J~ de Cane

Consulting Geophysicist

For

AERODATLIMITED

J8845 July 15, 1988
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APPENDIX IV

GENERALINTERPRETIVE CONSIDERATIONS

Electromagnetic

The Aerodat three frequency system utilizes two different transmit~

ter ~receiver coil geometries~ The traditional coaxial coil conf I

guration is operated at two widely separated frequencies and the

horizontal coplanar coil pair is operated at a frequency ap~

proximately aligned with one of the coaxial frequencies~

The electromagnetic response measured by the helicopter system is

a function of the “e1ectrica1~ and “geometrical” properties of

the conductorS The “electrical” property of a conductor is deter-

mined largely by its electrical conductivity~magnetic suscepti

bility and its size and shape; the “geometrical” property of the

response is largely a function of the conductor’s shape and

orientation with respect to the measuring transmitter and

rce L

Electrical Considerations

For a given conductive body the measureof its conductivity or

conductance is closely related to the measured phase shift

between the received and transmitted electromagnetic field. A

small phase shift indicates a relatively high conductance, a

large phase shift lower conductance. A small phase shift results



in a large inphase to quadrature ratio and a large phase shift a

low ratio, This relationship is shown quantitatively for a non~

magnetic vertical half ~p1ane model on the accompanying phasor

diagram~ Other physical models will show the same trend but

different quantitative relationships,

The phasor diagram for the vertical half ~p1ane model, as pre~

sented, is for the coaxial coil configuration with the amplitudes

in parts per million (ppm) of the primary field as measuredat

the response peak over the conductor~ To assist the interpre~

tation of the survey results the computer is used to identify the

apparent conductanceand depth at selected anomalies. The results

of this calculation are presented in table form in Appendix II

and the conductance and inphase amplitude are presented in symbo~

lized forir on the trap rese~itation

The conductance and depth values as presented are correct only as

far as the model approximates the real geological situation, The

actual geological source may be of limited length, have signif i-

cant dip, may be strongly magnetic, its conductivity and thick-

ness may vary with depth and/or strike and adjacent bodies and

overburden may have modified the response. In general the conduc~

tance estimate is less affected by these limitations than is the



depth estimate, but both should be considered as relative rather

than absolute guides to the anomaly’s properties.

Conductance in xrthos is the reciprocal of resistance in ohms and

in the case of narrow slab-like bodies is the product of elec-

trical conductivity and thickness.

Most overburden will have an indicated conductance of less than 2

mhos~however, more conductive clays may have an apparent conduc

tance of say 2 to 4 mhos~Also in the low conductancerange will

be electrolytic conductors in faults and shears~

The higher ranges of conductance, greater than 4 mhos, indicate

that a significant fraction of the electrical conduction is

e1ectron~ rati-er than ele trolyt C in rature r’at~ iai. t a

conduc e ec’ron ally a e lit ited to -er air etaU~ su pI~ides

and to graphite~ High conductance anomalies, roughly 10 mhos or

greater, are generally limited to suiphide or graphite bearing

rocks~

Suiphide minerals, with the exception of such ore minerals as

sphalerite, cinnabar and stibnite, are good conductors; suiphides

may occur in a disseminatedmanner that inhibits electrical



conduction through the rock mass~ In this case the apparent

conductancecan seriously underrate the quality of the conductor

in geological terms, In a similar sensethe relatively non~

conducting suiphide minerals noted above may be present in

significant consideration in association with minor conductive

suiphides, and the electromagnetic responseonly relate to the

minor associated mineralization, Indicated conductance is also of

little direct significance for the identIfication of gold minera~

lization. Although gold is highly conductive, it would not, be

expected to exist in sufficient quantity to create a recognizable

anomaly, but minor accessory suiphide mineralization could pro-

vide a useful indirect indication.

In summary, the estimated conductance of a conductor can provide

a eIati~ie1y pc~sit ye identif’ca~ on of sianifi a t suiDhide or

g aphite mi era 15 ation I~o~ever ~node ate to lOw nd c an ~

value does not rule out the possibility of significai~t economic

mineralization.

Geometrical Considerations

Geometrical information about the geologic conductor can often be

interpreted from the profile shape of the anomaly. The change in

shape is primarily related to the change in inductive coupling

among the transmitter, the target, and the receiver.



In the case of a thin, steeply dipping, sheet~]ike conductor, the

coaxial coil pair will yield a near symmetric peak over the

conductor. On the other hand, the coplanar coil pair will pass

through a null couple relationship and yield a minimum over the

conductor, flanked by positive side lobes. As the dip of the

conductor decreasedfrom vertical, the coaxial anomaly shape

changesonly slightly, but in the caseof the coplanar coil pair

the side lobe on the down dip side strengthensrelative to that

on the up dip side

As the thickness of the conductor increases, induced current flow

across the thickness of the conductor becomes relatively signifi~

cant and complete null coupling with the coplanar coils is no

knger possible. As a result the apparent minimum of the co~

planar resporse ~~ver the ~onductor dun n~shes q t1 ‘r re~5i~g

tJ~ kre’s an ir e ]Lr it~ ase f a f Jy 3 iirens~o ~ooy

or a horizontal layer or half ~space the minimum disappears

completely.

A horizontal conducting layer such as overburdenwill produce a

responsein the coaxial and coplanar coils that is a function of

altitude (and conductivity if not uniform). The profile shape

will be similar in both coil configurations with an amplitude

ratio (coplanar:coaxial) of about 4:1*~



In the case of a spherical conductor, the induced currents are

confined to the volume of the sphere, but not relatively res-

tricted to any arbitrary plane as in the case of a sheet~like

form, The response of the coplanar coil pair directly over the

sphere may be up to 8* times greater than that of the coaxial

pair.

In summary, a steeply dipping, sheet~1ikeconductorwill display

a decrease in the coplanar response coincident with the peak of

the coaxial responseS The relative strength of this coplanar null

is related inversely to the thickness of the conductor; a

pronounced null indicates a relatively thin conductor. The dip of

such a conductor can be inferred from the relative amplitudes of

the side~kbes.

Ia~si e ~du~o s tl~ a c i d e app oxi. ~iatod by a ~nducting

sphere will display a simple single peak profile form on both

coaxial and coplanar coils, with a ratio between the coplanar to

coaxial response amplitudes as high as 8*,

Overburden anomalies often produce broad poorly defined anomaly

profiles. In most cases, the response of the coplanar coils

closely follows that of the coaxial coils with a relative ampli~

tude ratio of 4*,



Occasionally, if the edge of an overburden zone is sharply

defined with some significant depth extent, an edge effect will

occur in the coaxial coils. In the case of a horizontal conduc~

tive ring or ribbon, the coaxial response will consist of two

peaks, one over each edge; whereas the coplanar coil will yield a

single peak.

* It should be noted at this point that Aerodat’s definition of

the measured ppm unit is related to the primary field sensedin

the receiving coil without normalization to the maximum coupled

(coaxial configuration). If such normalization were applied to

the Aerodat units, the amplitude of the coplanar coil pair would

be halved.

h~Tota Field Yag et c lap s ~ nt u t he ~31iag et~

field, uncorrected for regional variation Whether an EM anomaly

with a magnetic correlation is more likely to be caused by a

suiphide deposit than one without dependson the type of minera~

lization, An apparent coincidencebetween an EM and a magnetic

anomaly may be causedby a conductor which is also magnetic, or

by a conductor which lies in close proximity to a magnetic body.

The majority of conductors which are also magnetic are suiphides

containing pyrrhotite and/or magnetite. Conductive and magnetic



bodies in close association can be, and often are, graphite and

magnetite. It is often very difficult to distinguish between

these cases, If the conductor is also magnetic, it will usually

produce an EM anomaly whose genera? pattern resembles that of the

magnetics. Depending on the magnetic permeability of the conduc~

ting body, the amplitude of the inphase EM anomaly will be wea~

kened, and if the conductivity is also weak, the inphase EM

anomaly may even be reversed in signS

V Electroma aetic s

The VLF~EMmethod employs the radiation from powerful military

radio transmitters as the primary signals~ The magnetic field

associated with the primary field is elliptically polarized in

the vicinity of electrical conductors The Herz Totem uses three

co 1~s in the X Y Z con ~guration t measure the total f eld and

ert al quadra tire o p’re of tI~e ~olat zat1~or ellip e

The relatively high frequency of VLF (15~25) kHz provides high

response factors for bodies of low conductance~ Relatively ~‘dis-

connected” suiphide ores have been found to produce measureable

VLF signa1s~For the same reason, poor conductors such as sheared

contacts, breccia zones, narrow faults, alteration zones and

porous flow tops normally produce VLF anomalies, The method can

therefore be used effectively for geological mappiflg~The only



relative disadvantage of the method lies in its sensitivity to

conductive overburden. In conductive ground the depth of explor~

ation is severely limIted,

The effect of strike direction is important in the senseof the

relation of the conductor axis relative to the energizing e1ec~

trornagnetic field. A conductor aligned along a radius drawn from

a transmitting station will be in a maximum coupled orientation

and thereby produce a stronger response than a similar conductor

at a different strike ang~e. Theoretically, it would be possible

for a conductor, oriented tangentially to the transmitter to

produce no signal. The most obvious effect of the strike angle

consideration is that conductors favourably oriented with respect

to the transmitter location and also near perpendicular to the

f ight d. ret~or a e ~os c~ealy re e d usua I doir ~

Ji’~ ~ap pre~e ati r,

The total field response is an indicator of the existence and

position of a conductivity anomaly. The response will be a

maximum over the conductor, without any special filtering, and

strongly favour the upper edge of the conductor even in the case

of a relatively shallow dip.

The vertical quadrature component over steeply dipping sheet~1ike



conductor will be a cross-over type response with the cross~over

closely associated with the upper edge of the conductor.

The response is a cross-over type due to the fact that it is the

vertical rather than total field quadrature component that is

measured. The response shape is due largely to geometrical rather

than conductivity considerations and the distance between the

maximum and minimum on either side of the cross~overis related

to target dept1~ For a given target geometry, the larger this

distance the greater the depth.

The amplitude of the quadrature response, as opposed to shape is

function of target conductanceand depth as well as the conductiv~

ity of the overburden and host rock As the primary field

travels dowr to the condu t t tI~roi~g~ ondut e ita er a

bo~h attenbated a d pha~e 5hi’Wed 11 a re ativ~ sen~e T~ese~ ~i

dary field produced by this aitered fle d at the target also has

an associated phase shift, This phase shift is positive and is

larger for relatively p~r conductors~ This secondary field is

attenuated and phase shifted in a negative sense during return

travel to the surface. The net effect of these 3 phase shifts

determine the phase of the secondary field sensed at the

receiver~



A relatively poor conductor in resistive ground will yield a net

positive phase shift, A relatively g~d conductor in more conduc-

tive ground will yield a net negative phase shift. A combination

is possible whereby the net phase shift is zero and the response

is purely in~phase with no quadrature componentS

A net positive phase shift combined with the geometrical cross~

over shape will lead to a positive quadrature responseon the

side of approach and a negative on the side of departure. A net

negative phase shift would produce the reverse A further sigr

reversal occurs with a 180 degree change in instrument orien-

tation as occurs on reciprocal line headings. During digital

processing of the quadrature data for map presentation this is

corrected for by normalizing the sign to one of the flight line

headir gs
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ANOMALY LIST



J8845 - DEL NOnE CHROMECORP - CHOW

CONDUCTOR BIRD
AMPLITUDE (PPM) CTP DEPTH HEIGHT

FLIGHT LINE ANOMALYCATEGORY INPRASE QUAD. MEOS !4TRS MTRS

1 80 A 1 29.9 32.3 1.3 0 53

1 90 a 1 34.3 33.3 1.6 0 50
1 90 B 1 43.4 41.4 1.8 0 47
1 90 C 3 58.3 21.0 7.0 0 57

1 100 A 1 19.3 18.8 1.3 0 60

1 110 A 1 34.4 37.6 1.4 0 50

1 120 A 1 18.9 20.3 1.1 0 60

1 130 A 0 24.8 34.6 0.9 0 44

1 140 A 0 13.1 -1.3 0.0 0 96

1 140 a 1 323 32.8 1.5 0 49
1 150 A 1 25.0 198 1.9 0 53
1. 150 8 4 74.4 21.1 10.4 0 51
1 150 C 4 22.3 45 11.4 67
1. 150 D 4 39.7 11.3 8.6 0 63

1 160 A 4 79.3 19.0 13.2 0 53
1 160 B 1 27.7 23.1 1.8 0 53

1 170 A 2 40.3 34.8 2.0 0 45
1 170 B 4 87.1 25.8 10.3 0 48

1 180 A 3 40.7 141 63 0 58
1 80 B 36 22 3 5

1 9 20Q 22
1 19 3 44~ ~ 5.o a bS

1 200 A 3 17.3 7.0 4.1 0 80
1 200 a 4 20.3 4.7 9.4 0 65
1 200 C 3 56.1 23.0 5.9 0 54
1 200 D 1 26.2 21.7 1.8 0 58

1 210 A 1 23.1 19.6 1.7 0 53
1 210 B 4 28.3 6.2 11.1 0 59
1 210 C 3 30.0 9.1 7.3 0 62

1 220 a 3 77.1 31.1 6.6 0 50

Estimated depth may be unreliable because the stronger part
of the conductor may be deeper or to one side of the flight
line, or because of a shallow dip or overburden effects.



J8845 - DEL NORTECHROMECORP - CHOW

Estimated depth maj be unreliable because the stronger part
of the conductor may be deeper or to one side of the flight
line, or because of a shallow dip or overburden effects.

FLIGHT LINE ANOMALYCATEGORY
AMPLITUDE
INPHASE

(PPM)
QUAD.

CONDUCTOR
CTP DEPTH

MHOS MTRS

BIRD
HEIGHT

MTRS

1
1

220 B 3
220 C 2

44.6
12.1

14.3
7.7

7.5
2.0

0
0

55
69

1
1

230 A 2
230 B 3

17.7
25.4

12.3
9.4

2.0
5.3

0
0

63
64

1 240 A 2 15.9 9.6 2.3 0 57

1 250 A 2 29.9 19.0 2.7 0 62

1 260 A 2 16.3 8.5 2.9 0 73

1
1

270 A 0
270 B 2

17.1
40.3

20.3
26.1

0.9
2.9

0
0

50
54

1 280 A 2 21.0 9.5 3.8 0 76



J8845 - DEL NORTE CHROMECORP - SPITZ

Estimated depth may be unreliable because the stronger part
of the conductor may be deeper or to one side of the flight
line, or because of a shallow dip or overburden effects.

CONDUCTOR BIRD
AMPLITUDE
INPHASE

PPM)
QUAD

CTP
MHOS

DEPTH
MTRS

HEIGHT
MTRS

25.0 0.4

20.8 0.0

27.9
16.9
18.1

0.3
0.0
0.3

21.4 0.3

22.5 0.4

25.1 0.2

FLIGHT LINE ANOMALY CATEGORY

1 1080 A 0

1 1100 A 0

1 1110 A 0
1 1110 B 0
1 1110 C 0

1 1120 A 0

1 1120 B 0

1 1130 A 0

1 1140 A 1
1 1140 B 2
1 1140 C 0

1 1150 A 0
1 1150 B 0
1 1150 C 1
1 1150 D 2

1 1160 A 1
1 1160 B 1
1 1160 C 1
1 1160 D 0
1 116 E 0

1 1170 A 0
1 hO B 0

$ 1
V

1 1180 C 2

1 1192 A 2
1 1192 B 0
1 1192 C 0
1 1192 D 1
1 1192 E 0
1 1192 F 0

1 1200 A 0
1 1200 B 0

34.8
21.6
36.0

70.0
27.5
21.2
30.9

10.3
16.9
14.5
33.5
30 8

12.6

4.4

12.3
0.4
9.0

10.2
11.5

9.3

26.8
32.6
17 3

34.4
13.6
21.7
36.6

11.5
18.3
15.7
19.9
16.6

13.5
16

-3
*5

24 9

18.8
7.0
1.8
9.5
6.3
6.4

6.9
3.1

1.0
2.6
0.4

0.6
0.4
1.3
2.0

1.2
1.4
1.3
06
05

0 59

0 45

0 56
0 48
0 46

0 59

0 51

0 54

0 46
0 53
0 53

0 42
0 55
0 56
0 55

0 66
0 62
0 57
0 47

53

0 44
4

4’
0 53
0 55

0 67
0 73
0 69
0 61
0 56
0 59

0 53
1 56

3’ 02
• 0

39 4

17.9

11.5
8.3
4.1
8.5

13.6
16.7

2
0.2
21

2.4
0.6
0.1
1.1
0.2
0.2

12.3 0.3
5.8 0.2



J8845 - DEL NORTE CHROMECORP - SPITZ

CONDUCTOR BIRD
AMPLITUDE (PPM) CTP DEPTH HEIGHT

FLIGHT LINE ANOMALYCATEGORY INPHASE QUAD. MHOS MTRS MTRS

1 1200 C 0 5.0 8.7 0.3 0 59
1 1200 D 2 16.5 10.3 2.2 0 59

1 1210 A 3 11.7 4.0 4.6 0 69
1 1210 B 0 3.0 6.6 0.1 0 60
1 1210 C 0 6.3 14.3 0.2 0 60
1 1210 D 0 3.7 7.0 0.2 0 68

1 1220 A 0 5.1 17.8 0.1 0 52
1 1220 B 0 18.2 31.8 0.6 0 50

1 1230 A 0 5.1 20.7 0.1 0 50

1 1231 A 0 4.1 10.9 0.1 0 60

1 1251 A 0 9.0 9.9 0.8 0 75
1 1251 B 0 10.5 13.5 0.7 0 56
1 1251 C 0 10.5 13.5 0.7 0 56
1 1251 D 0 10.8 15.4 0.6 0 57

1 1261 A 0 11.1 13.3 0.8 0 57
1 1261 B 0 6.9 10.6 0.4 0 73

1 1262 A 2 21.8 12.0 3.0 0 68

1 1270 A 0 14.3 23.7 0.5 0 39
1 1270 B 1 214 20.3 14 0 46

1 1280 A 106 144 06 0 45
1 1280 B 83 73 3

28 3 3

2 1290 A 14.4 1... 0° 4,
2 1290 B 2 12.6 6.9 2.4 1 58

2 1300 A 0 14.3 24.2 0.5 0 51

2 1310 A 0 11.5 18.8 0.5 0 61
2 1310 B 0 13.8 29.2 0.4 0 44

2 1320 A 1 21.8 24.2 1.1 0 54
2 1320 B 0 19.1 28.0 0.7 0 45
2 1320 C 0 18.3 32.9 0.5 0 46

2 1330 A 0 15.8 21.4 0.8 0 55

Estimated depth may be unreliable because the stronger part
of the conductor may be deeper or to one side of the flight
line, or because of a shallow dip or overburden effects.



38845 - DEL NORTE CHROMECORP SPITZ

CONDUCTORBIRD
AMPLITUDE (PPM CTP DEPTH HEIGHT

FLIGHT LINE ANOMALYCATEGORY INPHASE QUAD. MHOS MTRS MTRS

2 1350 A 0 12.0 23.5 0.4 0 51

Estimated depth may be unreliable because the stronger part
of the conductor may be deeper or to one side of the flight
line, or because of a shallow dip or overburden effects.

A
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ENGINEER S CERTIFICATE

I, CHARLES K. IKONA, of 5 Cowley Court, Port Moody, in the Province of

British Columbia, DO HEREBYCERTIFY:

1. THAT I am a Consulting Mining Engineer with offices at Suite 711, 675

West H~stings Street, Vancouver, British Columbia.

2. THAT I am a graduate of the University of British Columbia with a

degree in Mining Engineering,

3. THAT I am a member in good standing of the Association of Professional

Engineers of the Province of British Columbia.

4, THAT this report is based on information supplied by Del Norte Chrome

Corp., published information on the area and my own experience in the

south central Yukon,

5 That I have not examined the property reported on, but have had

extensive experience in the area,

THAT hay n nterest I the p e t des ribed here

secur ies of an compar associa ed wt ~e p ouertv

expect to acquire any such interest

7, THAT I consent to the use by Del Norte Chrome Corp. of this report in

a Prospectus or Statement of Material Facts or any other such document

as may be required by the Vancouver Stock Exchange or the Office of

the Superintendent of Brokers,

DATED at Vancouver, B.C., this ~Q~’~ay of ____________________, 1989.

Charles K. Ikona, P,Eng,

PamiconDevelopmentsLtd.
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STATEMENTOF QUALIFICATIONS

I, ROBERTJ. DARNEY, of R,R, #1, Sechelt, in the Province of British Columbia,

DO HEREBY CERTIFY:

1. THAT I am a Consulting Geologist with offices at Suite 711, 675 West

Hastings Street, Vancouver, British Columbia.

2. THAT I am a graduate of the University of British Columbia with a

Bachelor of Science Degree in Geology,

3 THAT my primary employment since 1966 has been in the field of mineral

exploration,

4. THAT my experience has encompassed a wide range of geological environ~

ments and has allowed considerable familiarization of exploration tech~

niques for both lode and placer deposits.

5, THAT this report is based on a review of pertinent government geological

data for the area and considerable familiarity with centra Yuko

6, I1-IAT I have no interest in the property described herein nor in securi-~

ties of any company associated with the property; nor do I expect to
acquire any such interest,

DATED at Vancouver, B.C., this ~2° day of ~ 1989.

Robert J. Darney, Geolo,p1~t

~amiconDevelopmentsLtd.
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